Getting Started with Information Technology at UB:

Before You Arrive

Follow the steps below and you'll be prepared at UB!

☐ 1. Activate Your UBITName
Activate your unique account name that you'll use to get connected to life at UB.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/before-you-arrive/activate-your-ubitname.html

☐ 2. Explore UB from Home
Feel at home with the UB family before even coming to campus. UB has several Web and mobile presences—such as MyUB and UBlearns—that will make adjusting to university life a breeze.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/before-you-arrive/explore-ub-from-home.html

☐ 3. Check Your UBmail
UBmail allows you to keep in touch with professors, classmates, friends and family.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/before-you-arrive/check-your-ubmail.html

☐ 4. Bring Technology to Campus
Find out what devices and accessories we recommend for life at UB.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/before-you-arrive/technology-to-bring.html

☐ 5. Get Free Software
Don't buy it twice! Take advantage of UB-provided software.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/before-you-arrive/get-free-software.html

☐ 6. Protect Yourself
UB has your back. Stay out of trouble using our tips and standards.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/before-you-arrive/protect-yourself.html

☐ 7. Get Ready for Wi-Fi
Stay connected securely at UB. Use the UB Secure WiFiSetup wizard anywhere and connect to UB Secure Wi-Fi the minute you arrive on campus.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/before-you-arrive/get-ready-for-wifi.html